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Sound bites

• Comput.Science projects are orders of magnitude 
better than convention code: 
– Higher ratio  of “good code” (370 times)
– Last much longer (e.g. decades, not years)

• We can learn quality agents for Comput.Science code:
– Out-of-the-box, Standard empirical SE:  not so good
– But it can be successfully adapted  

• Open area of research
– Effective Empirical SE for Comput.Science
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Data Collection

SI^2 meet

email survey 
(400) Literature 

review

MOLSSI 
(teleconfs)

SGCI 
(teleconfs)

issues with labelling
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RED: standard Empirical SE 
(perform badly on Compute.Sci. projects)  

GREEN: After we made it better

New research 
direction: 

● Novel empirical 
methods for 
Compute.Sci.

This talk’s case study
Empirical SE methods tuned to Compute.Sci.
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Compute.Sci

• Compute.Sci. = Computational Science software 
– Modeling Scientific Software Elements: 

• Often related to core physical process
– Supporting scientific software integration  (mash-ups)
– Creating Scientific Software Innovation Institutes 

• Empirical Software Engineering =
– The derivation of repeated interesting patterns in software 

development projects
• Interesting = insights we can use to improve software

– Traditionally, qualitative
– More and more, quantitative

• Perhaps augmented with data mining algorithms
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Me = menzies.us               Lab = ai4se.net
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Lessons (1) 

Software development 
can be studied to find
predictable properties
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Stars have life cycles,
predictable properties

Introducing “Github”
 28 million users. 57 million repositories.

Empirical SE heaven: a place to learn SE patterns

So does software
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Introducing “Github”
 28 million users. 57 million repositories.

Empirical SE heaven: a place to learn SE patterns

So does software

10,000  “good” projects

57,000,000/10,000 = 5700
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Q: What can we learn from Github?
A: Many, many things

Software 
analytics= 

workflow that 
distills large 
amounts of 
low-value data into 
small chunks of 
very high-value 
data
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e.g. Bugs live in clumps
Best bug predictor = where’s the last one

● NASA software data: Most faults 
lie in a small proportion of the 
files.

● AT&T software data: about 80% of 
the defects come from 20% of the 
files

● So poke everything, everywhere 
● Rather, poke around, some
● Where anything starts to fail, 
● Move in for a closer look

 Ostrand et al., “Where the Bugs Are,” Proc. ACM Int’l Symp. Software Testing and Analysis, 2004.
Hamill, Goseva-Popstojanova, Common Trends in Software Fault and Failure Data IEEE TSE, 35(4) 2009
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Lessons (2) 

Compute.Scientists: 
be proud of your software 
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Compute.Scientists: 

be proud of your software 

• It is:
– reasonable
– controllable
– improvable
– maintainable, over decades 

• many examples of this; eg. the dealii finite elements toolkit
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Many Compute.Sci. codes have been 
maintained, successfully,  for years

 

• Slaps: 
– 16,000+ commits from 80 developers (since 2012)

• Trillions (is a more recent package) 
– 80,000 commits from over 200 developers.

• Elastic search (over 8 years old) 
– 40,000+ commits from over 1100 developers

• Dealii  (maintained and extended since 1990)
– 40,000+ commits from 100 active developers.

Some  (E.g. dealii) larger (has more) longevity than many open source projects. 
When we talked to the developers of these 40+ packages (particularly, 
post-docs),

• we found developers well versed in current coding practices 
(Github, Travis, etc).

Many of those systems were written in modern languages (e.g. Python) or 
used modern programming tools (e.g. version control)
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Sample of 678 Projects
(for Compute.Sci. codes)

55 projects  
● down selected from 678
● 678/55 = 12.5
● 370 times more common 

than standard SE 
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Caveat Emptor 
(buyer beware) 

• Sample bias

• We report on the code we can access
–  Open source Github repositories

• So only a slice of Compute.Sci software

• That said,  this sample is growing in size
– For sociological reasons (see below)
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“We don’t get paid 
to write software”

● Well, actually, some of you do.
●  See the Gateway project

“You gotta say, the 
code’s a mess”

● Yes, and no.
● We find 687 projects of widely varying quality.
● But in 55 “serious” projects, much that is exemplary

“We don’t know 
much about SE”

● But your grads and postdocs do. And they know that 
post-NSF funding, the can get $X00,000/year jobs if they 
use state-of-the-art software tools.

● Also, you seen the CERN software plans? Which run 
decades into the future? CERN maintains and plans it 
software better than Microsoft. 

“Most of our 
code is bad.”

● Compared to what? You maintainable usable software for 
years while much commercial code has a 2 year half-life.

“We don’t use state of the art tools.” ● In your best-of-breed you do. 

“Most of our software is never used” ● Get used to it. Welcome to Darwinian selection
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Lessons (3) 

Empirical SE methods work for 
Compute.Sci. (after being adapted)
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Sample  projects
(selected to cover a range of languages)

ABINIT: an atomic-scale simulation software suite  

MDANALYSIS:   analyze molecular dynamics trajectories generated from simulation packages

RMG-PY:  Reaction Mechanism Generator, a tool for automatically generating chemical 
reaction mechanisms for modeling reaction systems including pyrolysis, 
combustion, atmospheric science, and more  

XENON: A middleware abstraction library for   compute and storage resources  

LIBMESH:    numerical simulation of partial differential equations using arbitrary 
unstructured discretizations. Supports for adaptive mesh 
refinement (AMR) computations in parallel  

PCMSOLVER:   API , Polarizable Continuum Model 

HOOMD:  particle simulation toolkit. Hard particle Monte Carlo simulations of a variety
        of shape classes (and molecular dynamics simulations of particles)

AMBER: Fast, parallelized molecular dynamics trajectory data analysis 

LAMMPS: Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator 
(maintained and developed by the Sandia National Laboratory).

Fortran

Python

Java

C

C++
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9 Projects: Independent variables 
Language agnostic

    data
   miner 

     

        defect
       prection

+
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Q: What is the dependent variable?
A1: Use a Keyword List

Look at project releases R1,R2,R3,....
• In release[i]

– Label the comments that 
refer to errors?

– What code was changed 
before that? (SZZ algorithm)

• Mark that code 
as “defective” 

– Build a predictor for 
that target

• Apply that predictor to 
release[i+1]
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Q: What is the dependent variable?
A1: Use a Keyword List

Look at project releases R1,R2,R3,....
• In release[i]

– Label the commits, 
commenting on errors

– What code was changed 
before that? (SZZ algorithm)

• Mark that code 
as “defective” 

– Build a predictor for 
that target

• Apply that predictor to 
release[i+1]

standard method
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Q: How’d that go?
A: Not so good

RED: standard Empirical SE  G =  2*Recall*(1 - PF) 
        (Recall + (1 - PF)
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Q: What is the dependent variable?
A1: Use a Keyword List

Look at project releases R1,R2,R3,....
• In release[i]

– Label the commits, 
commenting on errors

– What code was changed 
before that? (SZZ algorithm)

• Mark that code 
as “defective” 

– Build a predictor for 
that target

• Apply that predictor to 
release[i+1]
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Q: What is the dependent variable?
A1: Human+AI Interaction to Learn Commit Classifier

Look at project releases R1,R2,R3,....
• In release[i]

– Label the commits, 
commenting on errors

– What code was changed 
before that? (SZZ algorithm)

• Mark that code 
as “defective” 

– Build a predictor for 
that target

• Apply that predictor to 
release[i+1]

● So not a trite list of words, learned from other domains
● But a commit classifier specialized for Compute.Science
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Q: How’d that go?
A2: Much better

GREEN : standard Empirical SE  G =  2*Recall*(1 - PF) 
        Recall + (1 - PF)

● So not a trite list of words, learned from other domains
● But a commit classifier specialized for Compute.Science
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Conclusions
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Sound bites

• Comput.Science projects is orders of magnitude better 
than convention code: 
– Higher ratio  of “good code” (370 times)
– Last much longer (e.g. decades, not years)

• We can learn quality agents for Comput.Science code:
– Out-of-the-box, Standard Empirical SE is not so good
– But it can be successfully adapted (see above)

• Open area of research
– Effective Empirical SE for Comput.Science
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